
Dear Students,
In this weeks video I referenced Luke 9:59-62. I talked about us needing to burn the “boats” in our lives that 
maybe are keeping us held back from fully committing ourselves to Jesus and his truths. Let’s identify 
them, burn them, and take Jesus words in Luke to heart. And may we find courage in his constant 
commitment to us: “Behold, I am with you always, to the end of the age” (Matt. 28:20).
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COMPLETE THE CHALLENGE

Let’s rest and do a bit of planning. With most of you finished with school or close to it, take some time to map 
out YOUR summer plans. This is going to be a “different” Summer, no question about that. Obviously take into 
account any travel plans, jobs, chores, etc. But what are some ways or areas you can care for your world and 
those around you this summer more intentionally. Whether that’s helping around your house, working on your 
family relationships, being more intentional with your friends, or pursuing an entirely new way to care for your 
community, write it down. You make it more “real” this way, and more likely to actually see it through.

For our third and final week, let's continue to spend some time identifying a favorite scripture or two in your 
life. Again not just one you memorized in 2nd grade, but one you can presently relate to or has given you 
comfort. God’s word intersects wherever we are with whatever we are going through. Similar to music, 
certain scriptures seemingly “meet” us during unique seasons. Then we move through that season only to 
find a different part of His word comforting us. Let’s begin the “hunt” and share our findings in a few weeks.
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